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• Activation depends upon

– Cooling rate (essentially updraft speed)

– Size distribution of aerosol particles

– Composition of aerosol particles

• Solubility, molar mass and density

• Other factors, e.g. surface tension, surfactant 
properties



Twomey’s analytical expression for number 
concentration of aerosol activated



Competition for vapor

Sea-salt particles generally larger than sulfate and take up vapor, lowering peak 
supersaturation and sensitivity to increasing #s of sulfate particles



Sensitivity of Nd to aerosol properties

More particles, more drops

Bigger particles more drops

Wide distribution, fewer drops (competition)

Stronger updraft, higher supersat, more drops

More soluble aerosols, more drops





Most aerosol particles in the troposphere 
contain some sulfate and some organics



Hygroscopic growth

Many aerosol particles grow when humidified, but some grow much less 
readily indicating external mixtures important as well as internal mixtures



Internal and external mixing

http://www.iac.ethz.ch/groups/schaer/research/reg_modeling_and_scenarios/influence_of_aerosol_processes_on_European_clim



Extensions of activation theory

• Component solubility
– Solid inclusions

– Different solubility of 
different components

– Surface-active species
• Reduced/increased 

surface tension can 
reduce/increase Kelvin 
term

• Insoluble film can hamper 
vapor transfer to particle

• Overall, tend to increase 
critical supersaturation →



Extensions of activation theory 2

• Co-condensation of soluble gases

– Many soluble gases (e.g., nitric acid) can condense onto a 
growing haze droplet before the critical supersaturation
has been reached
• Can add soluble material to drop and lower the critical 

supersaturation for a given particle

• Increases number of drops activated compared with the case 
without soluble gases

• Effect on climate probably small as insufficient soluble gases 
except in very polluted conditions near-source.



Closure studies

• Measure aerosol size distribution and composition 
and use this to predict other aspects, e.g. scattering 
properties, CCN activity

• Aerosol to drop number closure studies

– Measure aerosol below cloud, updraft speed, in-cloud Nd. 
Try to predict observed Nd

– Predicted Nd tends to exceed observed Nd

– Mass accommodation coefficient for water is uncertain 
and may affect peak supersaturation in a parcel

– Cannot measure supersaturation in clouds to confirm
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